Abstract. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a well-studied method in face recognition. Noticing that few researches focus on pre-processing of images, which will also improve the performance of feature extraction of PCA algorithm, we present an improved approach of PCA based face recognition algorithm using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). In our method, FFT is presented as a method to combine amplitude spectrum of one image with phase spectrum of another image as a mixed image. PCA is applied to do feature extraction and a kernel SVM is harnessed as a classifier. To test and evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, a series of experiments are performed on Yale face database A. The experimental results show that our proposed method is encouraging.
Introduction
Face recognition is the most amazing of its theoretical and practical value for our daily life. Tasks like in airports, employee entries, criminal detection systems and identification based on face features will provide us with more accurate results [1] . However, as there are too many features in face or facial expression, most of these methods make trade-offs like hardware requirements, time to update image database, time for feature extraction, response time, etc [2] . So generally 1 Dehai Zhang () researchers would like to choose a special method that will reduce the amount of calculation and thus make the experiment much more efficient. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a well-studied method to extract feature sets by making sample projection from higher dimension to lower dimension [3] . Even with enough memory it will take much time to extract all eigenvalues. Therefore, a better method called Fast Principal Component Analysis (FPCA), which will calculate in a much faster way, yet brings the same results as PCA does [4] .
Besides PCA, many researches also proposed new algorithms to improve recognition rate [5] . Yet, not like other researches that focus on improving algorithm in order to bring a better recognition rate, we are more interested in pre-processing of images, since it may also bring some positive effects on the final performance but in a more simple way. Although many researches also include pre-processing in their study, like adjusting face position, converting into grey-level images, or make some image corrections [6] , most of them don't consider a way that enhancing features of a person.
Noticing this ignored aspect, we try to use Fast Fourier transform (FFT) in pre-processing. By using FFT, we process original images and combine amplitude spectrum of one image with phase spectrum of another image to enhance features before extracting eigenvectors. In this study, we use 15 classes in Yale Face Database A, each class containing 11 images of one person. In pre-processing, as we mentioned before, we apply FFT to combine amplitude spectrum of one image with phase spectrum of another image. PCA is used for feature extractor and Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used for classification.
The content of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with our proposed approaches based on different fixed algorithms. Section 3 shows our experiment results. Finally, a conclusion is also given.
Proposed Approaches
Our method includes three steps. In the first step, we apply FFT for our training data to do pre-processing. The major task in this step is combining amplitude spectrum of one image with phase spectrum of another image into a mixed image. The next step is extracting feature by using FPCA. Finally, SVM is utilized for classification. Fig.1 shows the overall procedure of our work. (1)
where 0 = 2 = 2 , and = 1 , which is the frequency of . It has already been proven that the first N terms of Fourier series is the best approximation of anti-derivative ( ) in given energy:
In this paper, because we are dealing with images, so it is obvious for us to know two-dimension Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT): , = ( , )
where u and v are variables in domain.
The reason why we need Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is that for a sequence of N, its definition of DFT transform and inverse transformation is:
As we can see in equation (4), it is not hard to find that in order to calculate a sequence of N, it should do N 2 plural multiplications and N(N-1) plural additions. Yet, the fundament of DFT is not so complex, W N has its own periodicity, actually it only has N values. And also, these N values have symmetric relation in some degree. Because of periodicity and symmetry of W N , we could make a conclusion as follows:
where equation (5) represents some special values in matrix W, while equation (6) explains periodicity and symmetry of matrix W.
By utilizing periodicity of matrix W, some terms in DFT calculation can be combined; by utilizing its symmetry, we just need calculate half of W. Based on these two advantages, we could reduce a lot of operations, which is the basic idea of FFT.
Amplitude Spectrum and Phase Spectrum
In this paper, we apply FFT to combine amplitude spectrum of one image with phase spectrum of another image to enhance features of images.
The definition of amplitude spectrum:
Every amplitude spectrum , of point , in frequency domain could represent the ratio of sine (or cosine) plane wave to superimposition. Thus amplitude spectrum could reflect the frequency information and have a high practical value in filtering.
The definition of phase spectrum: , = arg tan
Though it is not so clear to figure out the information about phase spectrum as amplitude spectrum, it contains a kind of ratio relation between real part and imaginary part.
And in addition, we could restore , by amplitude spectrum and phase spectrum:
Images Combination
By combining amplitude spectrum of one image with phase spectrum of another image (both images belong to the same class), we got a mixed image that had main information of one image (the one with amplitude spectrum) and minor information of another image (the one with phase spectrum). For improving the recognition rate of face recognition, extracting eigenvectors from a mixed image would be better than extracting eigenvectors from an original image (as there were more features in the that image), therefore enhances the accuracy of SVM's results.
Extracting Feature
PCA is one of the oldest in analysing multiple variables, which is derived from Karhumen-Loeve (KL) transformation. It is Pearson who first proposed PCA in 1901, and in 1963 Karhumen-Loeve made a huge improvement about the original version of PCA [7] .
If the image elements are considered to be random variables, then the image may be seen as a sample of a stochastic process. The PCA basis vectors are defined as the eigenvectors of covariance matrix S: . Then:
(11) However, if the number of dimension is very big, calculating matrix S will be a tough task that may even make computer gets stuck [8] . Fortunately, there is a good idea to fix it.
Assume that n is the number of samples, d is the number of dimension, and × is the matrix that every sample in sample matrix X minus mean Eigenvalue , thus scatter matrix S should be ( ) × . Now consider the matrix = ( ) × , for most occation d is much greater than n, therefore the size of matrix R is much smaller than that of matrix S. So we have: = (12) And from eq(12) we can get eq(13) by premultiplying : = ( ) (13) Equation (13) shows that is the eigenvalue of scatter matrix S, which means that we could calculate the smaller matrix R then calculate instead of calculating directly. To harness PCA in our face recognition system, firstly our program read a sample of training database (m pixel * n pixel) and saved it in a sample matrix Face Container. Then by applying PCA, we converted m*n dimensions matrix into k dimensions matrix, and those k dimensions would represent all the dimensions in a training matrix, which would reduce a lot of operations in the SVM part.
Classification
In this paper, our classification builds on SVM. Unlike artificial neural network, by applying SVM, we could calculate the optimum value based on small samples [9] . The normal maximizing objective function of SVM is like:
where is Lagrange multipliers. In order to make a nonlinear projection, a kernel should be chosen [10] . In this study, we choose the radial basis kernel function as follow: , = exp (− − 2 ) (15) In our method, we should determine both the error cost coefficient C and in radial basis kernel function. However, it is very hard using C and to make an expression by normal optimizing strategy. Fortunately, Doctor Chih-Jen Lin provides a very good way to solve this problem.
The main task in classification by using SVM is to determine C and , as normal optimizing strategies usually doesn't work well. Yet, in this aspect, Doctor Chih-Jen Lin proposed a program called grid.py to fix it. By using this program, we finally determine that the optimum value of C is 128, and the optimum value of is 0.0078125.
Experimental Results
In this section, we will evaluate the performance of proposed approaches for face recognition. We first did FFT for the entire training database, extracted PCA feature vectors and then applied each feature extraction method with SVM. All the works were done in Matlab2011b in a PC with 2.5GHz Intel Core i5 and 4GB 1600MHz DDR3 RAM.
Face Database
In this study, our training data is from Yale face database. The Yale database contains 165 images of 15 individuals. Each individual has 11 images with different facial expressions or configurations: normal, happy, sad, sleepy, surprised, and wink; centre-light, left-light, and right-light; with and without glasses.
Experiments on Yale Database and discussion
In the experiment, we firstly used FFT to combine amplitude spectrum of one image with phase spectrum of the next image (the last one will combine with the first one). All the mixed images we got are shown in Fig.2 compared with original images. To evaluate our method, we compare and contrast the results of PCA+SVM and that of FFT+PCA+SVM. And k (dimensions of Eigenvector)is set to 20, 30, 40 respectively. The results are shown in Table 1 . As we can see from Table 1 , the results produced by FFT+PCA+SVM are better than that by FFT+PCA+SVM. And we can learn that when training samples of one individual is 5, the peak recognition rate is 93. 421%. And in one reference [11] , the peak recognition rate is 86.67, whose experiment was also based on Yale database and PCA and used 6 samples for training.
We also compare our results with DCV and KDDA, as shown in Fig 3   Fig. 3 . Experiment comparison on Yale database
From Fig.3 , we learn that when the number of training samples is small, recognition rates of three approaches are close. However, when the number of training becomes greater, our method is better than DCV and KDDA.
Since we have an original Yale database and FFT-YALE database, we did another experiment that we chose FFT-Yale database as training database and chose original Yale database as testing database. The results are shown in Table 2 . From Table 2 , we can see that recognition rate is very high. And it indicates that our proposed approach is encouraging.
Conclusions
We present a full system of face recognition (FFT+PCA+SVM). Noticing that few researches focus on pre-processing of images, which will also improve the performance of classification, we apply Fourier Transform as a way to do pre-processing. Via FFT, we combine amplitude spectrum of one image with phase spectrum of another image as a mixed image. Then we harness PCA to extract Eigenvectors and use SVM as a classifier.
Our experiment is based on Yale database, and we compare our approach with others. The results indicate that our approach is effective. 
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